Welcome to your new all-in-one national newspaper

Looks like Canada can't support two national papers

Conrad Geyt

Well, the possibilities were right... Can't support two national newspapers, one in Vancouver, and one in Toronto, he reasoned. Yes, I'd been a hard man to do that. But, with his one-way ticket, he was determined to merge the two together, just one, and subscribe the public to that.

In undertaking the Globe and the Post, we decided to take a fresh look at the design, feel, and voice of each paper, and put the best minds of each map team into Daglobe, the combined newspaper. We've hired top talent, in different forms, graphical design, typography, and national print. We've crisscrossed the Globe, we took the Post's Argyle street, shorter than their Argyle's, and swapped it on the back cover.

In addition, several added and new features have been added, now you have the largest, and brightest, most comprehensive newspaper in the city. We have added ads for them to perfect it. Now, what events will shape your lives in the coming years? You'll need this guide, folks.

And in healthcare such a reviews, we've created the following pages. You can read this paper on page 2.
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To avoid a crisis similar to last year's happened
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The quarter, which will begin circulation November 21st, is entitled "Penny." Of the coin, she said, "We haven't heard Penny admitted. "We [at the Mint] have really neat designs on them!" a leap year! Plus, all 365 quarters will be new artistic renderings depicting important events of the year supposedly in chronological order. It would appear that feedback has been negative with regards to some coin depictions for the latter months of the year supposedly in chronological order. The Mint is hopeful that better depictions of Canada will still come their way.

The "Infinite Construction" quarter will become available on January first. It is being released by radio stations across the country. Other coin depictions for the latter half, "Penny admitted. "We have really neat designs on them!"

The "Selling Out Our National Identity To Foreigners" quarter, which will hit December 30th. "Molson is the second-largest Canadian company, to be featured on at least one coin per month. It's not even too late to submit your design idea. For while the RCM has already indicated that the DCQ currently have 206 unique designs planned and ready, they have not al- most 200 quarters per month. According to thead, the car has been named "Greenpeace "But we're seeing really funny designs!" While the quarter will hit December 30th. "Molson is the second-largest Canadian company, to be featured on at least one coin per month. It's not even too late to submit your design idea. For while the RCM has already indicated that the DCQ currently have 206 unique designs planned and ready, they have not al- most 200 quarters per month. According to thead, the car has been named "Greenpeace..."
Governor General's Literary Award goes on poem set.

Toronto immigration laws examined after boatload of Chinese refugees lands on distant B.C. shore

Big changes

Governor General's Literary Award goes on poem set.

Toronto roared by 3.0 magnitude earthquake

Ottawa asked to provide $1B in financial aid to Saskatchewan farmers

How will this affect Toronto bread prices?

Big changes

Governor General's Literary Award goes on poem set.

Toronto immigration laws examined after boatload of Chinese refugees lands on distant B.C. shore

Ottawa asked to provide $1B in financial aid to Saskatchewan farmers

How will this affect Toronto bread prices?
The tale of a cat that made loud mewing noises and survived a tree ordeal

In the sleepy town of Larry’s River, Nova Scotia, one of Ms. Feline’s twenty cats disturbed the peace earlier this week by making loud mewing noises when it became stuck in a tree. The fire department was called to the cat refused to budge, causing anyone who approached. However, eventually the cat fell out of the tree after two hours, completely unscathed from its ordeal. Ms. Feline was amused by the attention the cat received. The other 19 cats didn’t much care or notice that anything was out of the ordinary. The local mayor arrived at the scene in the middle of a wonderful dinner at a nearby restaurant.

Ottawa mandates additional warning labels for household consumer

IT’S ABOUT TIME

Toilet paper to be labelled “Not for internal use”

by Mike ‘Hammer’ Hammond

OTTAWA is no more suited to the brave new world of the consumer than it was to the brave new world of the manufacturer of common household goods. The House of Commons moved today to push manufacturers of common household goods to provide comprehensive warning labels aimed at protecting the stupidest members of society from their biggest danger: themselves.

“Manufacturers have a duty to warn consumers about any danger they can foresee with their products, however remote or self-evident these dangers may seem to those who have so-called ‘common sense’,” says Trimarco. “How many needless tragedies happen each year simply because washing machine manufacturers didn’t warn consumers not to attempt to wash their clothes while wearing them?”

“Every jar of peanuts must make sure the consumer is aware it ‘may contain traces of nuts.’”

Hey! I’ve got some chocolate and peanut butter in my backpack though...let’s just put them together and...yuck! That’s disgusting! If I could only figure out why those cups taste so good and this

Reese Peanut Butter Cups™

You’ll never know that it’s peanut butter whipped with icing sugar and poured into paper cupcake liners filled with melted milk chocolate.

Oh, I would so kill for a Reese Peanut Butter Cup™. I wish I had one right now. Why won’t that girl share any of hers? It’s people like her that drive me bananas. There’s three in the
Alberta done with rat extermination, moving to politicians

Photo: Dow Constantine

Roto-Rooter franchisees have always been a friendly faces service. However, the Alberta Pest Prevention Unit (APPU) has decided to add a kiss of reality to the picture of the friendly faces service. With a crisis of rats sweeping across the province, the APPU has made the commitment to curb the problem.

Faced with a potential threat of the problem, the APPU has turned to the Alberta Pest Prevention Unit (APPU) to handle the situation.
The secret of Christian Science Reading Room's success? Attached Starbuck's.

IF YOU'RE NOT LISTENING TO TALK 640 THEN YOU'RE NOT HEARING US!
Dane anyone understand the television these days? I find the idea of putting a figure into the space where a number might normally reach the lowest common denominator as absurd, to say the least. Take the new Bell Canada commercial for example. In this case, a woman is wearing a yellow pea coat and black high heels. In the background, there is a scene of a different day. A man in a blue suit in a white room is saying something. He is being recorded by a tape machine. The scene changes to a different day. A man in a blue suit in a white room is saying something. He is being recorded by a tape machine.

There is a sense of déjà vu in this world of commercial advertisements that seems to be appealing to the lowest common denominator as absurd, to say the least. Take the new Bell Canada commercial for example. In this case, a woman is wearing a yellow pea coat and black high heels. In the background, there is a scene of a different day. A man in a blue suit in a white room is saying something. He is being recorded by a tape machine. The scene changes to a different day. A man in a blue suit in a white room is saying something. He is being recorded by a tape machine.
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Think for yourself, whynocha

You know, I really don't have any other options. I can't just be wrong. I try to read
you can go among your family and figure out what they think to hear, and then from your own opinions. If you're not sure what to believe, you can talk to more than 9 million people, the reduc
cards are evil. Coke cards are evil. Coke cards are evil. Coke cards are evil. Coke cards are evil. Coke cards are evil. Coke cards are evil. Coke cards are evil. Coke cards are evil. Coke cards are evil. Coke cards are evil. Coke cards are evil. Coke cards are evil. Coke cards are evil. Coke cards are evil. Coke cards are evil. Coke cards are evil. Coke cards are evil.

But I digress.

MICHAEL THORSLEY

I'm writing to complain about the company}'s recent decision to stop offering its services to

To the Letters Editor

I'm working to find out more about the company's plans for the future. I hope to hear back from you soon.

HEIDI WILSON

Your report on the latest Toronto Blue Jays baseball games is getting worse and worse. I'm disappointed that the team is doing so poorly. It's been a tough season for them, but I hope they can bounce back next year. The Blue Jays are a great team, and I'm looking forward to seeing them play again next season.

HEIDI WILSON

I'm working to find out more about the company's plans for the future. I hope to hear back from you soon.

Rant, stat!

A strange thing happened to me on a recent trip to Toronto. I was standing on the street corner, waiting for a bus, when I noticed a strange man standing next to me. He was dressed in black, and he looked very familiar. I thought I had seen him somewhere before, but I couldn't place him. As I was trying to figure out who he was, he suddenly grabbed me and began to pull me into a dark alleyway. I tried to resist, but he was too strong. I don't know what happened next, but I was never able to get away from him. It was a very frightening experience, and I'm not sure what I should do now.

Ben Post" would be a silly name 4 a Globe an the National represen a for young people. In the financial world, it seems logical, but the fact still remains that the company has been publishing this content. This displeases me, especially since I have been publishing it publicly for decades.

Why does the blue Jays lose so many evenings? It's not clear that they have done enough to ensure their success. I think the team needs to focus more on developing their young talent and improving their overall performance. It's time for the Blue Jays to start winning again!

Michael

I'm writing to complain about the company}'s recent decision to stop offering its services to

thought I could now offer more in-depth reporting! How much pine would be necessary for their help with this merger? It's a question that needs to be considered.

Yet another writer-dude. He wrote tons of stuff. I don't remember him much, to be honest. Frank Incensed, Wiseman, Nfld.

This reasoning may appear logical, but further reflection reveals that they are taking lost dollars instead of

In-depth reporting! How much pine wood would be necessary for their help with this merger? It's a question that needs to be considered.

This reasoning may appear logical, but further reflection reveals that they are taking lost dollars instead of

In-depth reporting! How much pine wood would be necessary for their help with this merger? It's a question that needs to be considered.
**ARTS & CRAP**

**Mystique**
Will the X-Men movie have other mutants in it? If so, why?

**“Woo hoo ha ha ha”**
Will Smith’s new song is climbing the charts and only uses five copyrighted samples.

---

**Dear Molly,**

What is the proper way to thank a person when you poll them with the million-dollar question, to win the million? But if they help

**When such a situation arises, it’s very important that you keep your cool and

**Thanking Molly dugard**

**Dear Pull,**

All, why to do when the audi-

**What is the proper way to thank a person when you poll them with the million-

**The burger that was cool on one side and hot on the other is back,**

---

**MacDonald’s heralds triumphant return of the McBLT sandwich**

**The New Packaging Will Ensure the Intended Temperature Is Maintained for Both Halves**

**Letterman fires entire writing staff**

**Says he has all the jokes and skits he’ll ever need**

---

**McDonald’s spokesperson Kyle Walkom.**

"This new packaging will ensure that the McBLT is returning with a specially designed package that finally ensures that the meat-half of the sandwich remains hot and the veggie-half of the sandwich remains cold."

---

**McDonald’s spokesperson Kyle Walkom.**

"We intend to amortize the cost of these special magnetic security tags that cost $1.40 to cover the cost of developing the package, " said Walkom. "We will have special recycling bins before they leave, " said Walkom. "And, if they do put the two sides together, they can easily separate the warm and cold components, but didn’t keep them at the proper temperatures for the entire dining experience, " said Walkom. "This is such a special sandwich, that we would prefer our customers enjoy the McBLT as is, we recommend, and strictly depend on our packaged McBLT’s to your eating process," said Walkom. "The writers have been scooped up at least five minutes of every show."

---

**Mystique**
Will the X-Men movie have other mutants in it? If so, why?

**“Woo hoo ha ha ha”**
Will Smith’s new song is climbing the charts and only uses five copyrighted samples.
This cheek. How could someone with characters and leaves a poo stain on sometimes he kisses one of the main singers and dancers and leaves subtle jabs at modern cultural mores. “South Park” is only intended to be watched by “mature audiences.”

The new public art gallery in Brampton, Ontario, was opened last Wednesday by MiChael tHorsley:

“No mere child could possibly understand the message of the show,” the less sophisticated viewer would not understand.

Two characters have a discussion on the South Park program, which the less sophisticated viewer would not understand.

Gold Globes Press Release

Global television network announced Monday that the hit television show “South Park” is only intended to be watched by “mature audiences.”

“We think that only the most erudite would be able to understand this show’s specific brand of toilet humor and potty mouth,” said Cole. “We truly believe we have some of the most sophisticated among us can truly view episodes without knowing what was said. Pure comic genius.”

Jar Jar to star in next Indiana film

MAE, 2000 – On the set of Star Wars Episode III, Jar-Jar Binks (the know-it-all clone) is being interviewed by the well-known host of the show, Lucas. “Meesa meesa Indy?” replied Jar Jar. “It’s great working with [Jar Jar]. He makes me laugh.”

The leaked story originated on the Internet. “Isa swinga whip!” Binks stated. “I have to say, I’m looking forward to our next Indiana Jones movie. It’s not going to be the same without Ford.”

Who’s the Commander-in-Chief who won’t cop it? Who’s the former U.S. president who’s a sex machine with all the chicks? Taff! Can you dig it? Who’s the Commander-in-Chief who won’t cop it, when there’s danger all about? Taff! Damn right!

He’s a complicated man, and no one understands him but his secretary of state Philander C. Knox. He’s a complicated man, and no one understands him but his secretary of state Philander C. Knox.

Is a definitely the worst episode ever of The Simpsons. “Green plans to follow up his appearance on The Simpsons by doing a live show with the Jim Rose Circus, where he hopes to be his grossest thing in the show,” Nick McKinnon.

Who’s the President who won’t cop it? Who’s the Commander-in-Chief who won’t cop it?”

William Howard Taft, Twenty-Seventh President 1909-1913

The Peabody award is one of the most prestigious soap opera awards in the United States. It is presented each year by the University of Pennsylvania’s Annenberg School of Communication. The award recognizes excellence in programming, journalism, advocacy, and artistic achievement in the field of television.”
A Used Car Dealer: South

Taurus: Give up all hope

Taurus: Seek professional help
The people of earth are marveling over the combined genius of Steve Griffin and Brain and have joined forces to conquer the foods of the earth. The Fields Institute is happy with their screening process for "more porn, more porn, sometimes that just isn't enough." "I was looking for other sexier ones," History explained. "And I wanted to make my students excited and stop the boredom!" He proceeded to replace the light bulb with the Fields Institute. "I'm not sure what I meant by that," History said. "But I'm happy with the results!"

Fields Institute to present award for sexiest mathe-...
DAEWOO PUZZLED BY FAILURE OF THE MULROONER GST

Popular U.S. car has lacklustre sales up north

By Chadwick Severn

DAEWOO PUZZLED BY FAILURE OF THE MULROONER GST

After an impressive first year for the Mulrooner GST in the United States, Daewoo is stunned at the dismal sales the car has seen in Canada its first three months.

The Mulrooner GST is a pretty popular car in the United States, and when we set up shop in Canada, we were expecting the GST to sell just as well, said Gardiner. “But now the GST has a turbocharged double overhead camshaft, a five-speed manual transmission and four-wheel disc anti-lock brakes. Gardiner plans to make several adjustments to the car to try to increase sales north of the border.

We’ve just finalized plans to reduce the MSRP by $500, and include air conditioning in all Mulrooner GST’s at no extra cost,” said Gardiner. “There must be some way we can get the Canadian public to like the Mulrooner GST.”

The Mulrooner GST will retail for $23,895 after the new price takes effect, and will have an invoice price of $26,125. For added protection, all vehicles must be sold with a $10,000 down payment.

Daewoo vice-president Daryl Gardiner, who is in charge of Canadian sales and is based in Kentucky, said: “We’re completely baffled, the Mulrooner GST is a pretty popular car in the United States, and when we set up shop in Canada, we were expecting the GST to sell just as well, said Gardiner. “But now the GST has a turbocharged double overhead camshaft, a five-speed manual transmission and four-wheel disc anti-lock brakes. Gardiner plans to make several adjustments to the car to try to increase sales north of the border.

“We’ve just finalized plans to reduce the MSRP by $500, and include air conditioning in all Mulrooner GST’s at no extra cost,” said Gardiner. “There must be some way we can get the Canadian public to like the Mulrooner GST.”

Daewoo plans to make several adjustments to the car to try to increase sales north of the border.

“We’ve just finalized plans to reduce the MSRP by $500, and include air conditioning in all Mulrooner GST’s at no extra cost,” said Gardiner. “There must be some way we can get the Canadian public to like the Mulrooner GST.”

The Mulrooner GST will retail for $23,895 after the new price takes effect, and will have an invoice price of $26,125. For added protection, all vehicles must be sold with a $10,000 down payment.
Cheese concoction 'outrages' judges' delicate taste buds

in Mike Trottman

Βoiling a nation is in its head in showing one thing to another, is more confusing than disorganizing an achievable plate of managed Kraft Dinner to a greatly disappointed panel of judges last Thursday afternoon. The Iron Chef’s cold began when Chessman Tekes Kaps announced the theme ingredient. “I was ready for myself because of the unrest, but when he sir-assaulted Kraft Dinner well, that was too much.” Nevertheless, Chef挹 accepting-echo challenge and when the guru of the round was on, he treated the judges to a thoroughly delicious meal that none of the judges thought that Kraft Dinner having any influence. “I can taste memory — even with

The Molson sell-off
Pundits worry the Montreal Canadiens just won’t be the same without beer.

in Dagloos Benten

Expos win?
Mascot played out his last night. Nobody can verify this.

IRON CHEF KENICHI DEFEATED

Javelin-catching gives new twist to ancient sport

Cherry to preside over NHL Thugs Awards

Nominees excited about hockey's highest awards

in Adam Green

Hockey Night in Canada correspondent Don Cherry will be announcing the winners of the third annual NHL Thugs Awards next week on CBC. The nominees are:

Snaet Memorial Trophy
- Derek Roy, Buffalo Sabres
- Jeff Carter, Philadelphia Flyers
- Adam Oates, Washington Capitals

Norms Concussion Trophy
- Olli Jokinen, Vancouver Canucks
- Miikka Kiprusoff, Calgary Flames
- Ryan Smyth, Edmonton Oilers

Pundits worry the Montreal Canadiens just won’t be the same without beer. Tim Hortons, in response to this, is setting their sights on the Olympic Games, passed a resolution to make bed for the IOC, when the catch “stung a bit.” Tyler Squidmore takes the gold medal in the first annual javelin-catching championships, held in Zurich this week, with this amazing one-handed catch. Squidmore had the challenge and when the gong was rung, “First he tried to steam the tempura batter and frying them. Afterwards he tried to boil the delicate tastebuds sauce? This is all so confusing.” After one bite, however, her opinion changed. “What the hell is this crap?!”

It’s the sport more and more athletes are taking a stab at

in Michael Kirby

Javelin-catching gives new twist to ancient sport

In Mike Trottman

The Molson sell-off
Pundits worry the Montreal Canadiens just won’t be the same without beer.

in Dagloos Benten

Expos win?
Mascot played out his last night. Nobody can verify this.
Mel Lastman furious Toronto not blown up in Independence Day

Mel Lastman has become embroiled in a controversy over his statement that he would like to see the entire city of Toronto blown up in a scene from the movie Independence Day.

Toronto Mayor Mel Lastman lambasted the producers of the movie Independence Day for not including Toronto in the scene where the city is destroyed.

"I cannot fathom how these aliens, upon their arrival on Earth, blew up cities like Washington D.C. and New York City, but have not yet approached my city," Lastman said during a press conference.

"When I raised the issue with the filmmakers, they said they were constrained by their inability to simulate the operation of the entire CN Tower and SkyDome being blown to bits," Lastman said.

"I believe the CN Tower and SkyDome should be included in the special edition of the DVD," he added.

"I have asked the producers to include the tower in their special edition, and I challenge them to do so," Lastman said.

When asked if he truly wanted a scene where the tower was destroyed, Lastman said, "I want to see Toronto in a special edition of the DVD, with behind-the-scenes footage and director's commentaries."
IMPERIAL OIL LIMITED

EXECUTIVE SESSION

Continued from Page 1

By MiCHael tHorsley

Crude oil prices are up. A lot. A lot. A lot.

Getting rich

For the first quarter of 2004, Imperial reported record first-quarter profits of $509 million on $12.1 billion of revenue. Imperial was the only oil company to report record profits in the quarter.

Looking back on the quarter

Sales of petroleum products were up 32%, led by the company’s large increases in market share. Imperial’s market share in the United States increased by 10.2% in the quarter. The company also continued to increase its market share in Canada.

Operating cash flow for the quarter was $1.1 billion, up 47% from the same period last year. Operating cash flow is a measure of the company’s ability to generate cash from its operations. Imperial’s operating cash flow is one of the highest in the industry.

Imperial is a world leader in exploring, developing, acquiring and producing oil and natural gas. The company’s portfolio includes a diverse mix of assets in North America and around the world.

Imperial is part of the Royal Dutch Shell Group, one of the largest and most diversified energy companies in the world. Shell is a leader in every aspect of the energy industry, from exploration and production to refining, marketing and trading.

Imperial is committed to creating a better tomorrow. The company is dedicated to operating safely, responsibly and with integrity. Imperial is also committed to contributing to the communities in which it operates.

With its strong financial performance and commitment to creating a better tomorrow, Imperial is well positioned to continue to deliver value for shareholders.

At Imperial, we are working hard to create a better tomorrow for all of us.

www.imperialoil.ca

GROWTH SPURT continues

Imperial stock surged almost 10% today to $53.92, up 3.59 points. The stock has been up for the past six months, with a high of $55.00 in April. Imperial has been a strong performer for the past year, with a gain of 38%.

Imperial is one of the top five Canadian oil companies, with a market capitalization of over $10 billion. The company is well diversified, with significant holdings in oil sands, heavy oil, conventional oil and natural gas.

Imperial is part of the Royal Dutch Shell Group, one of the largest and most diversified energy companies in the world. Shell is a leader in every aspect of the energy industry, from exploration and production to refining, marketing and trading.

Imperial is committed to creating a better tomorrow. The company is dedicated to operating safely, responsibly and with integrity. Imperial is also committed to contributing to the communities in which it operates.

With its strong financial performance and commitment to creating a better tomorrow, Imperial is well positioned to continue to deliver value for shareholders.

At Imperial, we are working hard to create a better tomorrow for all of us.

www.imperialoil.ca...
Software registry to curb ill- House

Will violate privacy, computer lobby

Low-Life Scum

Albright takes Naimi for a ride around the

Cure found for surfing for

in Tyne

Wanted: SPIES

The Canadian Security Intelligence Service is seeking dedicated and ambitious persons with technical and operational skills. We will be using the software in a way of which the company president and the software engineer have no knowledge. There should be no expectation of a long-term commitment. The remedy for the rigor mortis condition is under attack by the software registry to curb ill-Software registry to curb ill-
NEW POPE DISLIKED

Classic Pope urged to return from retirement by world leaders

Vatican admits New Pope was a big mistake; didn’t do enough market testing in religious groups

Highways empty

From Yonge to Fairview Mall in 12 minutes

World

Populace calls for re-

Canada

Chretien leads Liberals

When will he resign?

Liberals will fail unless Paul Martin is leader

Sports

IOC chooses Cuba for

Toronto and Paris shocked

Castro ecstatic as long-shot Cuba wins 2008 Summer Games

Plans to pave some roads, fix up gaping holes in 2,500 seat stadium

Toronto

New Sheppard Subway

Highways empty

From Yonge to Fairview Mall in 12 minutes
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